
What is DuckDuckGo?  It is a search engine focused on 
privacy. You can make DDG the default search engine in 
Browsers like Chrome, Safari, Firefox and Edge.  DDG looks 
a lot like Google in that it can search websites, images, news 
articles, etc.



What is it?
•  Privacy Simplified, a search Engine that doesn’t Track 

You.
•  Google has an account system and a History of your 

Searches. It is stored in your Google Activity by default.
•  Google also tracks you across other websites through 

Google Analytics, tracks the YouTube videos you watch, 
knows about your movements through Google Maps, 
and so on. Google tracks a lot of data that it uses to 
customize your experience—and shows you 
personalized advertisements. Lots of this data feeds into 
Google AdSense, which shows you personalized 
advertisements on many websites that you visit.



Major tracker networks like Google, Facebook, Twitter 
track and collect data about your browsing habits. The 
data collected, is used to build a profile of you and sold 
to 3rd parties to target advertising and information you 
may be interested in.



The Nuts and Bolts of DDG
•  They don’t store your personal information. Ever. 
•  They don’t follow you around with ads.
•  They don’t track you in or out of private browsing mode.



DDG enhances Encryption on the site you are taken to. 
Many sites have various levels of encryption and search 
engines don’t check the level of Encryption you land on.



We assume that Web sites take steps to safeguard our 
privacy but DDG analyzes and upgrades the privacy level. 

DDG enforces the encryption on the site protecting your data 
from prying eyes like service providers.



Incognito is supposed mean DO NOT TRACK.

DDG uses smarter Encryption to keep 3rd party Trackers 
from tracking you.



3 different types: 
•  Browser Extension
•  iOS version
•  macOS Beta Version



The greatest takeaway is that you can incinerate tracking 
data from your browser immediately.

Off to the Flaming Live Demo!


